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l. Introduction
In recent years much of the progress which has been made in geometric measure theory has depended on knowledge of the geometric structure of subsets of n dimensional Euclidean space R n relative to some measure such as the k dimensional Hausdorff measure.
For example, the proof in [8] of the existence of solutions for the least area problem (Plateau's problem) and the minimal surface problem depends essentially on this structure theory.
Central to the structure theory is the characterization of rectifiable subsets in terms of their projection properties. Such results were obtained first by Besicovitch in [1] for one dimensional Hausdorff measure in the plane, then by Federer in [3] for general measures in R n. Our goal in the present paper is to give global generalizations of these theorems to measures in a manifold X with a transitive group of diffeomorphisms G.
In order to make the transition from R n to X it is necessary to restate the projection properties of a subset A of R n without reference to projections. We do this by replacing orthogonal projections of A into R ~ with intersections A N g(P), where g is an isometry of R n and P is a fixed n -k dimensional plane. For example, the statement "p(A) has Lebesgue measure zero for almost all orthogonal projections p: Rn-~R k'' is equivalent to "A N g(P)
is empty for almost all isometries g". Thus in studying subsets of X we are led to consider intersections A N g (B) , where g E G and B is a fixed n-k dimensional smooth submanifold of X. The main general results are in w 5; they include as a special case a new characterization of rectifiable subsets of R n. The proof of the key lemma 3.7 reduces to a new proof of the corresponding lemma [3, 7.3] or [7, 3.3.4] for the case where B is a plane. In w 6 we define a generalized integralgeometric measure with respect to B for the case where X is a Riemannian manifold of constant curvature with isometry group G.
The integralgeometric formulas of [2] are used to verify that the relationship between this measure and k dimensional Hausdorff measure is the same as that obtained by Federer in [3] for the classical integralgeometric measure in RL
Preliminaries
The purpose of this section is to fix basic notation and terminology; more details may be found in references such as [7] and [9] .
Notation.
Throughout this paper X will be an n dimensional separable Riemannian manifold of class ~. G will be a separable, m + n dimensional Lie group of transformations of X which acts transitively on X. Set e = lx, the identity map of X.
One denotes by Lg and Rg the/eft and right translations of G by 9 E G. Let ~F be a left invariant Haar measure on G.
Let/: G • G-~G be such that/(a, b) =ab -1.

Fix an origin o EX and define
~: G~X
by ~(g)=g(o).
If ScX, let S'=g-I(S). The isotropy subgroup I=(o}' is a closed, m dimensional Lie subgroup of G, and hence has the relative topology.
Let B be a proper n-k dimensional submanifold of class 1 of X, 0<k<n.
Let ~ be a non-negative measure on X such that closed sets are ~0 measurable. 
The local structure of a set
Let O(n) denote the orthogonal group of linear isometrics of RL For each g EO(n) and i=1, ..., n let g~ be the ith column of the matrix of g with respect to the standard basis of RL For g, g'EO(n) one defines But from g(%) ES we infer that the matrix of g has the form
[i 0 01
cos 0 sin ,
where M is an orthogonal matrix of order n -2;in fact, we can assume that M is the identity. Proo]. Let P and pl be the orthogonal projections of R n on L and on L l, respectively.
Then (kernel P) 0 M = {0}; let P' = (PI M) -1" Since P' is linear, a Lipschitz constant for
it is easy to see that this is less than (1 -s2) -1 < 2. Considering 0 #y EL, we set x =P'(y) and Proo]. For each 0 =~x E B and g E KI.s we infer from 3.1 that we choose 0 < s 1 < ~ so that for 0 < s < 81,
L E M M
< t t(8).
Fix 0 < s < s x and 0 < r < r 1, and set {yo, yx} = r~ n r~ ~-1.
Consider xo 6J w n {x: dist (x, Py,) <rs/4}. Finally, we use 3.1 to conclude that The desired inequalities now follow from 3.1 and our estimates for the integrand. 
PAR T 1. There exist 0 < s 1 < 1 and positive numbers c, co, c~ < 1 such that/or Y E B0, g EIy,
0 "~S <Sl~ C~s~Hn-k-i[(Jyl-tB ) N Kg(yllyl), c,s N S n-z] ~< cHl-k(fy N Kg.s ) <~cos~H'-k-i[([y[-1B) N Kg(~/lyl).s N Sn-z], where 2 = 89 -1) (n -2).
"-k-l>J~ > 2-~(,-k-1).
There exi~ts 0<s2<s z such that/or yE (r-Z B) N S n-z, Thus @r is one-to-one and, since fl is compact, @ is a diffeomorphism of fl onto S0; this completes the proof of (ii). It follows that II@~,x]] <4, hence 4 is a Lipschitz constant for Q-* with respect to the Riemannian metric on S 0. This implies that
Finally, we observe that for 0 <s < 1, 
We infer from Part 2 that whenever S is a Borel subset of (r-lB) N S n-l,
If z e S O and 0 < s < 1, set
Oz(s) = a(n -1r -1 )-ls-(~-k-1)H~-~-I(S ~ N K~. 8).
Observing that O,(s) is independent of z and lim O~(s) = 1
s-~0 + we choose 0 < s 3 < sJ2 so that if 0 < s < 288, then
< O~(s) < 2.
Finally, Part 2 (iv) allows us to conclude that for 0 <s <s3,
LEMMA. I~ y~ measures 0(n), y~( T) =0 and T is H z measurable, then/or H l almost all
gE T, limsups-,0+ ~v(Kg.s)s -l equals either 0 or oo.
Proo]. The ratios H irKs. ,)/[o~(I) s z]
corresponding to gEO(n) and s>0 are independent of g and approach 1 as s+0 +. Consequently, our assertion follows from application of [7, 2.9 .17] with 9--H z. Proof. We readopt the notation introduced in the first paragraph of the proof of 3.5.
We can assume ACKo.r, ~ {0}. Let ~0' be the measure on ~ such that for S=~
qY(S) = f~ HZ-~(r n S)&px,
where "S*" means "upper integral". we note that R, is H Z measurable and
and infer from 3.6 that
Observing that YJ~ >~P~+l, P, cP,+a, Qv~Q,+I, we also let P: 5P.. Q= fie.,:
and verify that 
~).
With the help of 3.5 we conclude that if g~O(n), then
We now have for r > 0 
T rf E 0 R E M. Assume that G is a group o/isometrics ot X with m = ~n(n-1). I] A is a Suslin subset o/X and (a, b ) E G x B', then/or H m almost every gE I there exists i E {1, 2, 3}
such that (a, bg)eSA.,. where Ko.~cTo(X), be the normal coordinates of X at o (see [9] ). Set U=exp (K0.~) ,
A0=exp-l(A N U), cfo =exp~l@/U), ~o =To(B).
Inasmuch as each g E I leaves the connection invariant, we have exp [g,(o)(~o) N Ko.~] = g(B) N U.
We use this together with 3.8 to infer that it suffices to show that for H a almost all g E I one of the following holds with ~ =g,(o)(~to): Let ~ be the Lebesgue number of the covering U 1 .... , U~ and consider gEI~, 0<s<g.
Choosing U~ ~ Kg. ~ we set z =/~(g) and verify that This is [7, 3.3.8 ].
Purely (~p, k) unrectitlable sets
L~.MMA. Suppose A is a purely (%/c) unrecti]iable Suslin subset o[ X such that
~(A)<oo and q)(W)=O whenever Wc A and Hk(W)=O. I] Y is a separable Riemannian mani]old o] class 1 and dimension ], then A • Y is a purely (q) • H j, k + j) unrectifiable subset
LEptA. I[ A is a purely (~, k) unrecti]iable Suslin subset o] X such that q~(A) < and ~0(W)=0 whenever Wc A and Hk(W)=0, then
Proo/. Since B is separable, it is sufficient to show that
~' x H'~+~-k(SA. i N A' x B" N N~) = O. (*)
Let Bo=(r~(BNNe). We shall show that Defining Fo=G x BoN/-x{g} as in 4.6, we also denote by D the set of tEA' x B o such that for all ~ > 0,
The remainder of the proof is divided into two steps. 
THEOgEM. Suppose one o] the ]ollowing two conditions is saris/led: (i) G is the group o] isometries o] X, dim G= 89 + l).
(
ii) X has a linear connection which is invariant under the action o[ G, I acts transitively on the space o] n-k dimensional linear subspaces o]
To(X), and B is totally geodesic.
Let .4 be a purely (r k) unrecti]iable Suslin subset of X such that q~(A ) < co and q~( W) =0
whenever The third assertion is the conclusion of 4.7.
The structure theorems
For this section we shall assume that either condition (i) or condition (ii) of 4.8 is satisfied. Let G have a left invariant metric.
THEOREM. 1] Ec X with Hk(E) < oo , t~en there exists a countably k recti/iable Borel subset R o/X such that E ,,, R is purely (H ~, k) unrecti]iable and (E,,, R) fi 9(B) =0 /or IF almost all 9eG. Furthermore, i/Hk(E n R)>0 and E is H k measurable, then
H = G fl {g: E 0 R fi g(B) 4:0) is IF measurable and IF(H) > O.
Proo]. Since H k is Borel regular, we can assume E to be a Borel set. Proceeding as in [7, 3.2 .14] we obtain a countably k rectifiable Borel subset R of X such that A--E,~ R is purely (H ~, k) uurectifiable. R is constructed by maximizing the finite measure HkLE on the class of countably k rectifiable Borel subsets of X. and each E~ ~ R~ is purely (q0, k) unrectifiable. We complete the proof by observing that if ?(W fl Q) >0 and W is a Borel set, then each E~ is a Borel set and H~(E~ N R~) >0 for some i.
Integralgeometrie measure
For this section we shall assume that G is the group of isometries of X with dim G = 89247 G is unimodular. Let W be the Haar measure on G having H ~ as its ~ image; ~F is independent of choice of ~.
In 6.3 and 6.4 we shall be concerned with a set ~ of closed n-k dimensional submanifolds of X such that G acts transitively on ~ and such that if E E ~, then
Gfl {g: g(E) =E)} is transitive on E. Also assume that E has a G invariant Haar measure.
The members of E are necessarily of class r If X is connected, then X is isometric to either an Euclidean space, a sphere, a real projective space or a simply connected hyperbolic space; see [9, p. 308] . For each of these spaces ~ can be taken to be the set of closed, totally geodesic submanifolds of X of dimension n -k.
In [2, w 7] it is shown that there is a Haar measure on E such that if R is an (H k, k) rectifiable subset of X, then
~(n, k)-I/ H~ n E)
H~(R) dr
If ~ is the space of n-k dimensional planes in R n, then 
f H~-~+~(8 N E) I) ~F(S). dee H~(K N
Assign a Riemannian metric to ~ and let P: G-+G/K= ~ be the projection. By Weil's condition [10, 9] Proo/. Choose fl so that ~/e = YB and apply 6.2.
